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Introduction
• Challenge: labels in public medical datasets are often incomparable, heterogeneous, or even conflicting 
• Question: Can we integrate and exploit such a great number of publicly available datasets with partial labels to achieve an improved computer-aided diagnosis and 

detection of specific diseases? 
• Principal hypothesis: a dataset that is labeled with various classes can foster more powerful models than one that is only labeled with the class of interest. 
• Method (label-assemble): 1) a new class query to encode different visual tasks, which can dynamically integrate partial labels across different datasets; 2) pseudo 

labels and consistency constraints are introduced for the missing part of labels and for mitigating the domain gap across different datasets.
• Validation: effectiveness of Label-Assemble in both computer-aided disease diagnosis and detection, supported by two clinical applications.

Ø Label-Assemble outperforms other methods developed for partial labels, and performs on par with the method of learning from full labels 

Dynamic adapter with learnable class queries:
The output (𝑎) is dynamically generated by class queries (𝑞) and input 
image (𝑥) as:

𝑎 = 𝑤 𝑞; 𝜃𝑤 ∗ 𝑓(𝑥)
where 𝑤(,) parameterized with 𝜃𝑤 transforms class queries into 
classification weights and 𝑓(,) is the pre-trained feature extractor.

Pseudo labels & consistency constraints:
To unleash the full potential of unannotated labels, we introduce a 
sharpening operator to generate pseudo-labels:

-𝑎 = .𝑎 + 1 − 𝑎 /𝑡 𝑎 ≥ 𝜏
𝑎 − 𝑎/𝑡 𝑎 ≤ 𝜏

where 𝑡 is the sharpen temperature and 𝜏 is the threshold (𝜏=0.5 in 
our experiments).
Loss to guide self-training on unlabeled data:

ℒpseudo = | 𝑎𝑤 − -𝑎𝑤 |2
where 𝑎𝑤 denotes the answer of weakly augmented images.
Consistency loss can be formulated as:

ℒconsist = | 𝑎𝑠 − -𝑎𝑤 |2
where 𝑎𝑠 denotes the answer of strongly augmented images.

Overall loss function:
ℒtotal = ℒbce + ℒpseudo + ℒconsist

where ℒbce is the binary cross-entropy loss.

Ø Label-Assemble achieves the best mean performance over all 14 thorax 
diseases on ChestXray-14 (official split). 

Ø Assembling labels of other chest 
diseases improves lung nodule 
classification. 

Ø The performance gain is positively 
correlated to inter-class similarity 
between nodule and the assembled 
disease. The Pearson Coefficient is r 
= 0.83; p = 4.93e-4. 

• With the same amount of data, learning from classes of “negative examples” benefits the learning of the interested class.
• Verified by six classification tasks and two detection tasks. 
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